GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2017
‘Always one of Marlborough’s top Sauvignon Blancs…it has gentle tropical and citrus aromas and flavours,
and the complex layers mean that each sip reveals a little more. A very stylish wine.’
92 Points, Decanter Magazine (UK)

‘Mouthfilling and punchy, it shows good weight and intensity, with crisp acidity woven through its vibrant
melon, passionfruit and lime flavours, dry and lingering.’
4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2018

‘A wallflower when compared to other, more aggressively aromatic Kiwi Sauvignon Blancs, this wine offers
hints of citrus, stone fruit, flowers and grass on the nose. The palate is of most interest here: It’s linear and
chalky yet slippery in feel.’
90 Points, Christina Pickard, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)

‘This mineral infused Sauvignon Blanc offers an intriguing floral/herbal nose and a stony palate of lime and
lemon that persists on a long, focused finish…well-balanced, vivacious wine.’
90 Points, Don Winkler, I-WINEREVIEW.COM

‘Just-right touches of greenness, suggesting snow pea pods and cut grass. Those notes complement white
grapefruit and tart pineapple flavors.’
89 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘Seems almost a little salty…fresh green-fruits and herbal aromas…On the palate there are riper flavours of
melon, even gooseberry and lovely freshness.’ 16.5 points, Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘This is a really bright, zesty, exuberant Sauvignon with notes of grass, grapefruit pith and passion fruit.’
89 Points, Sam Caporn MW, THEWINEGANG.COM

‘Always seems to shine in our blind tastings…very tasty gentle lime and ripe red ruby grapefruit with a hint
of lemon and white pepper. The finish is dry and its flavors are nicely prolonged.’
90 Points, Very Good +, KENSWINEGUIDE.COM
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GREYWACKE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2016
‘Kevin Judd is arguably the most famous exponent of Sauvignon Blanc on the planet…he certainly knows
how to invest the variety with considerable complexity, using wild yeast to add extra nuances…long and
very satisfying.’ 93 Points, Tim Atkin, TIMATKIN.COM
‘It’s a citrusy sauvignon girded by flinty notes that seem to tighten around all the rich lime flavors.
Cool, laser-like acidity keeps it tense and focused.’
93 Points, Joshua Greene, Year’s best New Zealand, WINE & SPIRITS MAGAZINE

‘The very classy 2016 vintage…weighty, punchy and dry, it is overflowing with vibrant, ripe melon/lime
flavours, with good acid spine and a long, tight finish. Explosively flavoured, it offers great value.’
5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017

‘Veteran Kevin Judd has turned out another fine effort. Passionfruit and pea tendril aromas impart a
welcome green edge that’s never overwhelming…the finish is intense, long and citrusy.’
91 Points, Editors’ Choice, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)

‘Opens with a fragrant floral note, offering high tones of honeysuckle. The lemon meringue pie and dried
mango flavors are intense and vivid, showing terrific intensity on the finish.’
91 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)

‘Intense gooseberry and fenugreek dominate, with elderflower and honeysuckle providing some richness,
followed up by slight mineral notes. Although vibrant, the acidity is kept in check…a well-balanced wine.’
91 Points, James Button, DECANTER MAGAZINE (UK)

‘Fresh grass, bay leaves, green beans and wild thyme-led nose with hints of lime leaves and lemongrass.
Medium-bodied and with a lovely creaminess to the texture, it offers great intensity.’
90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘Not pungent but deep and ripe…managing to be both mouth-filling, almost a little viscous, and intensely
fresh at the same time. Very long citrus aftertaste.’ 17 Points, Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM
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GREYWACKE WILD SAUVIGNON 2015
‘Pure, flinty wine in a bone-dry style with citrus and subtle stone fruit flavours. Nice purity with bright acidity helping

drive a lengthy finish…a suede-like texture. Impressive.’ 95 Points, Bob Campbell MW, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ
‘Restrained and poised…an outstanding rendition of Greywacke’s now famous Wild Sauvignon…seductive savoury
undertones, finishing superbly long and mouth-watering.’ 96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘An absolute stand out wine with those subtle yet distinctive, slightly funky notes…a long, layered, complex finish that
rewards contemplation.’ 94 Points, Sam Caporn MW, THEWINEGANG.COM
‘This is a ripe, medium to full-bodied style, barrel fermented in used oak to avoid any overt vanilla or cedar flavors, yet
round and mouth-filling.’ 92 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Supple, rich and spicy, with smooth, honeyed overtones and whiffs of lanolin and honeycomb…core of pear and
peach flavors. Smooth and succulent on the finish.’ 91 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINESPECTATOR.COM
‘An arresting wine, revealing lovely delicacy…fragrant, complex, ripely scented bouquet…vibrant and harmonious,
with sweet-fruit delights…already delicious.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ
‘Snow pea and pineapple with basil and lime…a shapeshifter with creamy rich elements giving way to bright, succulent
acid directness. Lovely concentration and length.’ Emma Jenkins MW, INDEPENDENTWINEMONTHLY.CO.NZ
‘Very elegant and fine, quite tightly bound, with aromatic and green stonefruit notes, along with herbs and florals…and
subtle flinty funkiness.’ 18.5+/20 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
‘In the flinty mineral camp…appealing stony palate feel. It evolves in the glass, showing citrus and herbal nuances and
an elegant demeanour. An outstanding effort’ 91 Points, Don Winkler, I-WINEREVIEW.COM
‘Intense, opulent but tightly wound, with spicy, grassy, sweet hay and dried flower aromas and layers of spice, lemoncurd and gunflint.’ Joanna Simon, JOANNASIMON.COM
‘Intensely citrus on the nose and palate…with a full body and long, succulent, juicy finish. This is an outstanding wine
which definitely shines a new light on Sauvignon Blanc.’ 4½ Stars, Joelle Thomson, JOELLETHOMSON.COM
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GREYWACKE WILD SAUVIGNON 2014
‘A lovely array of lemongrass, lime leaves and coriander seed hints over a core of grapefruit and dried herbs. Medium
- bodied, the palate has a beautiful satiny texture with elegant herbal flavors and a long, lively finish.’
92 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘Rich, vibrant tropical fruit flavours, showing excellent complexity, and a long, dry, well-rounded finish.’
5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017

‘Still fairly austere with pronounced struck flint character. Quite fleshy with good, ripe and fruity acidity. Approachable
now but with plenty of cellaring potential.’ 95 Points, Bob Campbell, BOBCAMPBELL.NZ
‘There's a wealth of flesh and weight below, handy oak spice runs through some crisp and concentrated melon and
papaya with a wash of lime juice; great acidity, smooth and supple texture, finishes succulent and flavoursome, gently
creamy.’ 94 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM
‘A sniff of wild stuff in briar, warm cashews, honey-on-toast and something like pot pourri. Architectural sauvignon
blanc, with pleasure.’ 94 Points, Mike Bennie, WINEFRONT.COM.AU
‘An awesome producer, Greywacke…This superpremium beauty exhibits impressive mid-palate density and silky
texture…Top Class.’ 93 Points, Beppi Crosariol, THE GLOBE AND MAIL, TORONTO
‘Fresh scents of lemon verbena tea, menthol and smoke. Boasts terrific clarity…sappy, dense Sauvignon Blanc with
terrific underlying structure.’ 92 Points, Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM
‘Lemon-lime and lemongrass notes are precise, set on a light and supple body. Peppery, fresh herb accents linger…
flavors crescendo and a lemon verbena detail sings out.’ 91 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR
‘Powerful and refined at the same time…offers terrific mid-palate weight and flow, finishing superbly long and
engaging. A multifaceted, multilayered sauvignon.’ 95 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘Up-front flavours of ripe green stonefruits, along with a range of florals and herbs…grows in richness and
layers in the glass.’ 19.0-/20 Points, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
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GREYWACKE CHARDONNAY 2015
‘A harmonious blend of roasted hazelnuts and toasted grain…this looks to be the best vintage of Chardonnay Kevin
Judd has made to date, showing great texture, class and length. It's medium to full-bodied yet shows great length and
elegance to its citrusy fruit profile.’ 92 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM
’Mouthfilling, with rich, vibrant, grapefruit-like flavours, well-integrated oak, slightly buttery notes, fresh
acidity, and obvious potential’ 4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2018

GREYWACKE CHARDONNAY 2014
‘Succulent and juicy, with hazelnut and honeysuckle accents to the core of lemon meringue. The flavors
crescendo, and nutmeg-centered spice notes linger on the long, detailed finish.’
92 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)

‘Gorgeous apricot and pink grapefruit-scented nose, plus suggestions of cedar, struck match and honeyed
toast…satiny texture and a lively backbone.’ 91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Outstanding…smoke, vanilla bean, and pear tart show on the nose, while the palate reveals hints of
hazelnut and ripe stone fruit…beautifully balanced.’ 92 Points, Don Winkler, I-WINEREVIEW.COM
This is a powerful Chardonnay, packed with aromas and flavors of smoke, grilled nuts, struck match and
toast, with a whisper of tropical fruits…for fans of more mineral and smoke driven wines, this ticks all the
boxes.’ 90 Points, Christina Pickard, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)
‘Wonderfully inviting…creamy, weighty and rich with a backdrop of smoke and nuts and a fine acid line
coursing through its veins. Fabulous stuff.’ Outstanding, Mark Henderson, OTAGO DAILY TIMES (NZ)
‘Fragrant and complex; the palate is substantial and sweet-fruited, with vibrant peach and grapefruit
flavours, youthful and rich.’ 4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ
‘New Zealand can make brilliant Chardonnays and here you have one that really is first class…opulent and
rich …layered and long.’ 91 Points, Sam Caporn MW, THEWINEGANG.COM
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GREYWACKE CHARDONNAY 2013
‘Aromatic and expressive…graced by accents of nutmeg, lemon meringue pie, fig and chamomile. The finish
goes on and on…’ 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (USA)
‘Very classy nose of white peaches, apples and lemon curd with hints of honeysuckle, almonds and baker's
yeast…gorgeous ginger and nut layers…’ 91+ Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Fragrant, complex bouquet leads into a mouth-filling, sweet-fruited wine with rich, ripe, vibrant, peachy,
citrusy flavours and finely integrated oak.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ
‘It is everything I look for in a Chardonnay’

Top Wine of the Tasting, WINENZ MAGAZINE (NZ)

‘Smoke and toasted grains lead the way, followed by whole wheat toast and lemon curd. The long, mouthwatering finish brings citrus back to the fore.’ 92 Points, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)
It's rich and full in the mouth, opulent and stone-fruity, with a tickle of sweetness and the wine's generosity
is impressive…’ 91 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM
‘Struck match, green melon, lime and white peach notes surge through the palate, where sweet/toasty oak
awaits on the finish. In a good place.’

91 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONT.COM

‘Powerful and impressively weighted, while remaining elegant and poised, delivers terrific fruit intensity…
superbly long, expansive finish. Glorious and delectable.’ 96 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘Tactile, concentrated and strong, oak char adding another dimension without overwhelming the grapefruit
and stonefruit flavors. At once structured and delicate.’

90 Points, Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM

‘Smoky and toasty on the nose but really tight and crisp on the palate – impressive freshness with such ripe
fruit, deep and long.’ 17.5 Points, Julia Harding, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘…full, powerful and wild, with a solidsy fullness…no shrinking violet…and gee it makes for a satisfying
mouthful of full-bodied, complex, deliciousness.’ Andrew Graham, OZWINEREVIEW.COM
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GREYWACKE PINOT GRIS 2016
‘Full-bodied but not fat, with hints of baking spices layered over poached apples and pears. Plump and
succulent, it has enough weight and texture to satisfy while maintaining crisp balancing acidity.’
91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM

GREYWACKE PINOT GRIS 2015
‘An instant five-star success with our panel of judges…weighty, ripe, smoky, chalky, fleshy, off-dry,
juicy…stylish’ 5 Stars, Top Pinot Gris, WINENZ MAGAZINE (NZ)
‘Complex, mouthfilling and engaging, this is both stylish and delicious, exhibiting poached pear, rockmelon,
jasmine and subtle spice aromas. The palate is superbly ripe and generous, while remaining vibrant and
bright… offers best of the Old and New Worlds, showing ripe fruit intensity and seductive savoury
complexity’ 94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘A lovely young wine, showing greater complexity than most Pinot Gris, it is fleshy and vibrantly fruity, with
mouthfilling body and deep, ripe peach/pear flavours…a rich, subtle, finely poised wine.’
5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017

‘Succulent melon, pear and peach flavors are juicy and fleshy, accented with details of honeysuckle, green
tea and toast, lingering effortlessly.’ 90 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR
‘Opens with a mild grapefruit and nectarine pit bouquet…the flavour profile is a quince and cantaloupe
blend with notes of Bosc pear…gentle minerality and dash of white pepper.’
90 pts, Very Good+, KENSWINEGUIDE.COM

‘Candied lemon, spices and oodles of minerals…terrific structure, length and persistence of flavor
throughout are hallmarks of this wonderful offering.’ Gabe Sasso, SNOOTH.COM
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GREYWACKE PINOT GRIS 2014
‘This is a fine example of the variety’s potential in Marlborough. Smoky, grilled-pear notes add hints of
honey and melon on the palate, where despite its richness, the wine soars into a long, velvety finish.’
92 Points, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)

‘Rich, ripe aroma of nettles and faint 'bath powder' aromas, some hints of almost gewürztraminer-like spices.
Lovely wine in an off-dry style.’

92 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM

‘Beautifully rich and complex, this Alsace-inspired pinot gris shows aromas of yellow peach, baked pear,
spice and flint on the nose…excellent mid-palate weight and silky texture, leading to a fabulously long,
velvety finish. Sumptuous and engaging.’ 94 Points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘Rich, exuberant style. Fills the nostrils with scent, the mouth with flavour. Lychee and spice, cooked apple
and pear. Textural on the finish. A hint of woodsmoke/reduction. No shrinking violet.’
90 Points, Campbell Mattinson, WINEFRONT.COM

‘Very vibrant, ripe, citrusy, peachy flavours, a sliver of sweetness, good complexity and a long, slightly spicy
finish. A very harmonious wine.’ 4.5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2016
'Expressive and rich, with perfumed dried rose petal and toasted green tea wrapping around a core of lean
citrus flavors. Spicy and juicy on the finish.’

89 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINE SPECTATOR (US)

‘Intensely scented of spiced pears, ripe apples and honeysuckle with baker's yeast and fennel seed hints.’
88 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘Remains at the top of Marlborough’s quality pile with wines like this Alsacian-inspired pinot gris…a silky,
plush texture of a sweetish but irresistible palate. ’ Chris Shanahan, CHRISSHANAHAN.COM
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GREYWACKE RIESLING 2016
‘It might be compared to a Spätlese feinherb in style. It's ripe and peachy, with melon flavors as well, but
those plush, fruity sensations are backed by fine notes of pulverized stone and lime zest that provide
backbone and length.’

91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM

GREYWACKE RIESLING 2015
‘Emitting a gorgeous perfume of lime cordial, honeysuckle, lemon curd and tangerine peel… with balancing
freshness and a long honey-laced finish. ’ 90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Instantly attractive, with ripe-fruit flavours of peaches, passionfruit and limes, gentle sweetness…excellent
harmony and concentration.’ 4½ Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2018
‘Aromas of citrus pith and crushed rock, plus a lanolin note. Enticing juicy, concentrated, off-dry Riesling
with good tactile, saline depth and a touch of dry botrytis.’ Stephen Tanzer, VINOUS.COM

GREYWACKE RIESLING 2014
‘A beautiful nose of lime blossoms, jasmine and fresh grapefruit with a lemon zest and clover honey
undercurrent…finishes long and spicy.’ 90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Wonderful nose with lime cordial, flint, smoke…so very Riesling with the ripeness, sweetness and oily
complexity. A triumph.’ 17 Points, Richard Hemming, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘A fabulous expression of the variety…wonderfully enhanced by whispering sweetness and racy acidity.
Impressively long and immensely delicious.’ 94 Points, 5 Stars, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
‘Steely smoked-lime aromas. Bit of sweetness and then tingling with fresh-squeezed lime and absolutely
delicious.’ 17 Points, Tamlyn Currin, JANCISROBINSON.COM
‘Mouthfilling wine with fresh, generous, peachy, limey flavours, slightly sweet, crisp and youthful.’
4 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2013
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GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2015
‘Impressive richness and concentration, whereby darker cherries and sweetly spiced earthy nuances run
through the nose to an effortless, pillowy palate texture.’ 95-96 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM
‘In the dark-fruited style of the vintage, marked by notes of black cherries, cola and spice. It's only medium-bodied,
with silky tannins and crisp acids.’ 91 Points, Joe Czerwinski, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Deeply coloured, rich, sweet-fruited and smooth, with bold plum, spice and nut flavours, showing good
complexity, and the structure.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2017

GREYWACKE PINOT NOIR 2014
‘Lightly textured but richly flavoured fruit in the form of spiced cherries and plums. Plenty of depth offered
by this great pinot.’ Rated 39th, TOP 100 WINES 2017, 94 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM
‘Notes of dried lavender, white pepper, fresh loamy earth and black tea…smooth and plush.’
Rated 65th, TOP 100 WINES 2017, 93 Points, MaryAnn Worobiec, WINESPECTATOR.COM

‘Simply put, this wine is sensational; the result of skillful, all-singing, all-dancing winemaking …elegant, characterful wine
that is the essence of Pinot Noir.’ 95 Points, Sam Caporn MW, THEWINEGANG.COM
‘Glorious pinot…silky yet with gritty backbone. A feast of succulent berries and strawberry jam supported by hints of
baking spice, smoke and forest vegetation.’ 94 Points, Beppi Crosariol, THEGLOBEANDMAIL.COM
‘Classic savory, forest-floor notes frame black-tea and plum flavours in this concentrated, richly textured
wine’ 92 Points, Editors’ Choice, Joe Czerwinski, WINE ENTHUSIAST (USA)
‘Lovely floral notes of roses and lavende …soft, elegant and filled with earthy/perfumed flavor layers, it
delivers great expression and poise.’ 91 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM
‘Still very youthful, it is concentrated, very sweet-fruited and savoury, with buried tannins and impressive
richness, complexity and harmony.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, MICHAELCOOPER.CO.NZ
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GREYWACKE BOTRYTIS PINOT GRIS 2013
‘Gorgeously luscious aroma of apricots and dried pears. Viscously mouth-filling and with terrific intensity of
dried pear and fresh apricot, the aroma matched perfectly on the palate. It is extremely sweet but has
perfectly balanced acidity. Attention-grabbingly delicious. Long and decadent. The best vintage of this
wine I have tasted. And still so youthful and a long way ahead.’
18 points, Julia Harding, JANCIS ROBINSON.COM

‘A sweet but not super-sweet style, still fresh and youthful, with mouthfilling body, rich lemon, peach and
slight honey flavours, and good complexity. It should be long-lived; drink now or cellar.’
4½ stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’s GUIDE TO NZ WINES 201

‘It is immediately appealing on the nose displaying dried apricot, marmalade, clover honey and dried
flower notes. The palate is delectably sweet with succulent fruit flavours and creamy texture, beautifully
framed by juicy acidity, leading to a persistent refreshing finish. Lovely balance and harmony, and highly
enjoyable.’

92 points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ

GREYWACKE BOTRYTIS PINOT GRIS 2011
‘Intense aroma of ripe spiced pears and sweetness like lemon biscuits and just a hint of wet wool. Intensely
sweet and rich and archetypally Pinot Gris – those spiced pears on the palate again – purity and weight
combined. Mouthfilling and long.’
17 points, Julia Harding, JANCIS ROBINSON.COM

‘It's sweet-scented on the nose displaying marmalade, mango, floral and white honey. The palate shows
beautiful sweetness, but it's not cloying, with wonderful intensity, framed by bright acidity. Long, fine, and
very delicious. The overall balance is spot on.’
93 points, Sam Kim, WINEORBIT.CO.NZ
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GREYWACKE LATE HARVEST RIESLING 2011
‘Very attractive clotted cream and lime curd on the nose, gently spicy and really pristine. The palate has a
very smooth spicy citrus thread, with saffron, lime curd and lemon; bright and pure, balanced, powerful,
terrific sticky wine. Drink now and for another 5+ years.’
93 Points, Nick Stock, JAMESSUCKLING.COM

– Tasted August 2016

‘…kept its sharp-edged minerally character, tautness and nerve, with marvellously aromatic honey, floral
and citrus flavour. It has more in common with a top Mosel Valley Auslese than anything else.
Final analysis: superb!’ 95 Points, Huon Hooke, HUONHOOKE.COM
‘Lemon-scented…with rich, citrusy, gently honeyed flavours, abundant sweetness, lovely sugar/acid balance,
delicacy and poise.’ 5 Stars, Michael Cooper, BUYER’S GUIDE TO NZ WINES 2013
‘Intensely sweet but finely balanced, which is a hallmark throughout the Greywacke range. Rich with oodles
of cumquat notes. Still very young. A very long finish.’ 94 Points, Ken Gargett, SPITBUCKET.COM
‘Absolutely delicious nose, honey, botrytis, but lovely lime purity too, not masked by the botrytis.
Delicious palate, that purity and vibrancy again and smooth, lanolin texture. Freshening acidity gives a keen
edge in the finish.’ 91 Points, Tom Cannavan, WINEPAGES.COM
‘Sweet, rich, luscious and viscous, it has crisp acid, beautiful concentration and a long finish.’
90 Points, Lisa Perrotti-Brown, EROBERTPARKER.COM

‘The nose is full and densely packed with soft aromas of ripe citrus and tropical fruits integrated with talc
powder botrytis, filling the nose with waves, unfolding complex herb and floral elements. Very sweet, and
rich with succulence…’

5 Stars, 18.5/20, Raymond Chan, RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ

‘Lemon peel, grapefruit flesh, honeyed apple and a suggestion of sherbet. Rounded and flush with spicy
citrus and apple flavors.’ 4 ½ Stars, Cameron Douglas, CAMERONDOUGLASMS.BLOGSPOT.CO.NZ
‘…indeed a luscious orange-marmalade-like flavour floods the palate, which remains, nevertheless, delicate
and refreshing, thanks to the spritely acidity.’ Chris Shanahan, CANBERRA TIMES (AU)
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